Is your company as financially solid as it can –and should–be?
Are you missing opportunities to strengthen your business?

To improve the health of your company,

We suggest an ECS financial assessment.
WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY:

An ECS financial assessment dives deep into a review of your

“We recognized that ECS would provide
an independent and objective view of
our company, which is exactly what we
needed. Importantly, we were able to
rely on ECS to help us move the findings
and opportunities that were uncovered
into an action plan to execute.

current financial situation, identifies opportunities as well as areas

Now, in the months after the ECS
assessment was complete, we clearly
see that we are making strides
to improve the health of
our company – with
more to come!”

• Determine why your team is not growing with your business

of concern, and provides an implementation plan to improve the
financial health of the company. As well, we create goals for your
company so you can track progress moving forward.
Why work with ECS on a financial assessment?
• Reveal if you truly are profitable and if you are maximizing profits
• Get to the heart of cash flow issues
• Uncover (and solve) bank issues
• Identify – and fix–broken processes
• Help get revenue “unstuck”
• Find the best ways to manage inventory
• Align finance priorities with business objectives
• Identify the insights you most need to move your business forward

Companies who tap into the power of an ECS financial
assessment also identify the root cause of many issues
and answer questions such as:
• Do we have the right team - with the right set of skills?
• Is our strategic plan working to guide our organization?
• Are processes in place the ones we truly need?
• Is our “Tech Stack” aligned with our team and organization?
• Does our data flow in a way that empowers better
decision-making?
• Are there any opportunities our team is missing – and how do we
best identify and prioritize opportunities going forward?
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